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If you are born again, there was the old you and a new you, and the difference between the two is very drastic.
3 you died
7 You used to walk in these ways, in the life you once lived.
9 ...you have taken off your 
old self with its practices 10 and have put on the new self, which is being renewed

Now you are nothing like the old you.

The old man is gone. You are not half old man and half new man. You are a completely new creature with a new nature (2 Co.5: 17). Now you are oriented toward God, your desires are different, the focus of your life is different, etc.

But if that’s the case, why do we need passages like this to tell us to stop sinning’? “Why is there still so much sin in my IifeT’

Because of the flesh.
Ro.7: 18 1 know that nothing good lives in me, that is, in my flesh. For I have the desire to do what is good, but I cannot carry it out.
25 I myself in my mind am a slave to God’s law, but in the flesh a slave to the law of sin.
1:30
So you are rid of the old man completely. But you still sin because of the flesh. in this life, you can’t get rid of the flesh, so the only solution is
to learn how to dominate the flesh. The question of sin in the life of the believer is, is your mind going to dominate your flesh, or is your flesh going to dominate your mind?

So how do you gain control over the flesh?
First, let’s figure out what the flesh
is.
2:07
Your flesh is that part of you that is connected to this world. Your flesh is that part of you that can’t see the spiritual world — it can only appreciate this physical world —your physical eyes, your nerve endings — every part of you that is limited to this, physical world and unable to appreciate the spiritual world.

No matter how spiritual you are, no matter how godly you are, no matter how righteous you become in this life, the flesh will always exert a negative influence on you.

It’s the flesh your physical eyes and ears and senses and appetites and weakness, that cause sin to look attractive to you and that cause righteousness to look unattractive.

When you see a person who is beautiful to you who is not your spouse, it is the fact that your body is limited to the physical perspective that draws you into adulterous desires. If you could see the spiritual realm, and were sensitized to that, adulterous thoughts would not even be a temptation.
That’s why the righteous life is ~ so easy while you are at church after a profound worship time, c~ and it is so hard on a Friday at work after a week of temporal influences. Your perspective determines your perception.
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There was an experiment done with chickens where they put glasses on the chickens to make everything appear closer than it really was. At first the chickens would try to eat grain and miss.

Eventually they adjusted, and could eat the grain. But when they took the glasses off, they couldn’t recover. Their brains had adjusted so they would overshoot the piece of grain, and they just couldn’t get themselves to believe that the grain was where it actually was rather than where their senses said it was.

Our flesh functions like those glasses. Looking at things from the purely human standpoint for several days makes everything appear different from the way it actually is. Sin is actually disgusting (and when you see it as it actually is, you are repulsed by it), but looking through these eyes only over a period of time makes it look attractive.

Righteousness is actually attractive and exciting, but
operating at a mere physical level over a period of time makes it appear stuffy and boring.

If you spend days at a time thinking on a natural level, staring at the earth right in ‘front of your eyes you become nearsighted. Then all of the sudden you look up to heaven, you can’t even focus.
6:10
You don’t live your life based on what you know to be true. You mostly live your life based on what seems to true to you.

In your head you know that the momentary pleasures of sin are not worth the spiritual price, yet you still choose to sin. Why? Because at the moment of temptation, the pleasures of sin seem like they are worth it. And we make our decisions based on the way things seem.

After a great worship service, or a moving sermon, or up at a church retreat, it is easy to resist temptations that are usually very hard, because in that context righteousness seems attractive and sin seems ugly.

The way things seem to you will determine what you desire.
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How do you make righteousness seem attractive all the time? Set your mind on things above all the time.
Time spent thinking from an earthly perspective makes you more and more responsive to your flesh. Time spent thinking from a spiritual perspective makes you more and more responsive to your spirit.

So how do you gain control of the flesh?

#1 - Set your mind on things above. (See things as they really are over an extended period of time so they seem that way to you)
8
#2 - Cut off the meals to Sarx 5 Put to death, therefore, whatever belongs to your earthly nature:
You have died to this world -- you have been released from the prison of the temporal. But the picture here is like if while you were locked up, the prison officials tied ropes to you — one to your arm, one to your leg, one to your hand, etc. —all the various parts of your body.

So now you are free, but every time you try to get away from the prison, you find yourself being dragged back by those ropes.

The ropes of the old life -- the ropes of this world, are attached not to physical body parts, but to your various desires. And what this passage is telling us to do is simple:
cut the ropes.
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You do that by refusing to feed the desires of the flesh.

The word Put to death comes
from a root that was a medical term that referred to a part of the body that no longer functioned as a result of atrophy.

So idea is not so much to actively kill something, but to just neglect it to the point where it just withers on the vine.

You can do that to your own fleshly desires. If you refuse to feed the flesh, it will weaken. But if you do feed it, you just stoke the fires of those desires.
9:22
Why does God allow temptations that are seemingly impossible to resist? Those temptations don’t come out of the blue. The temptation comes into your heart because your heart has been reaching out toward it for the last 6 months.

Your heart has been saying, “I’m available to be tempted” everyday for months. What did you expect?

That’s why Ro.13:14 says clothe yourselves with the Lord Jesus Christ, and do not think about how to gratify the desires of the flesh. Thinking about that will feed it.
#3- Cultivate a habit of refusing to bow to the god of Self.
Paul pinpoints the root problem as greed (v.5). A greedy person is anyone who spends most of his time trying to make himself feel better.

You will kill covetousness in your life, or it will kill you. It will destroy your life. You can no sooner satisfy greed in your heart than you can fill a water jar will no bottom.

If you are not content with they way things are now. That’s greed. And so the solution is contentment

Contentment is when you say to God, “I don’t want anything other than what You are pleased to give me.” (Take a moment to tell God that right now).

This will test your faith. Do you trust God enough to give up the things you long for with the full confidence that God will grant you the degree of enjoyment and pleasure that He wants you to have, and that’s the right amount for you?

If you want to know the real object of your worship, fill in the blank: In order to be satisfied, I have to have -_________
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That idol must be deposed.

One way to begin to get the upper hand on the sin of greed is to insert a delay in between the impulse and your response.
Learn to procrastinate when it comes to responding to the flesh.

Your flesh decides you have to turn on the TV — wait 5 minutes. You decide you want a snack, give it t%vo minutes.

Tell your flesh, “I’m sorry from now on all requests must be approved by the mind.”

This at least gives your mind a fighting chance against your flesh.

13:49
Instantly responding to all the impulses of the flesh is bowing to the god of self. And doing that conditions the heart to be responsive to temptations when they come. Bowing to the true God conditions the heart to be responsive to God.

The thing about the god of self is it tends to take over without you even realizing it. It’s like you are driving a car with a steering wheel that periodically becomes disconnected. But you can’t feel it happen.

The steering wheel is self-discipline
— that’s what gives you control of your life. It’s not a bad idea to just check it once in a while (like giving up pop for a month, or loose some weight) —just to make sure you are still in command of your life and some false god hasn’t taken over.
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Motive #1: Wrath
In vv.6,7 Paul interrupts the “how to” lesson, and inserts a couple motives to help us.
Rid yourself of covetousness and the resulting sins... Because of these, the wrath of God is coming.

God gets violently angry over covetousness, because it is the ultimate evil.

Since the greatest good in the universe is the glorification of the true God as God, then the greatest sin in the universe is idolatry

If the ultimate good is the supremacy of God, the ultimate sin is trying to lift myself higher than God. That’s why God is so angry about that particular sin
16
upon the children of disobedience

If it said, “Get rid of these sins because God’s wrath is coming on everyone who does them,” that would be a motivation. We would shed these sins in order to avoid God’s wrath. But how is it a motivation when he says “because of these things God’s wrath is coming upon unbelievers?

The motivation here is not to avoid these sins in order to avoid suffering wrath. It is that as God’s children, as people who are so intimately related to God in a personal love relationship, that we should recognize how God feels about these things.

if someone came to me and said, “Did you know that when you do that particular thing, it causes Tracy so much pain that she feels like crying for the next 3 days?” — I wouldn’t say, “Oh, I better cut that out so she doesn’t divorce me.”

But I would want to change that behavior, because I would be horrified at the thought that I had been the cause of that degree of pain and anxiety in someone I dearly love.

We all struggle with these sins. And if you are a believer, God is not going to pour out His wrath on you over them. But the fact that He has wrath over them, and the fact that people who are not in Christ will suffer unspeakable punishment because of these things should tell us something about how serious there are to God.
18:23

Motive 2 - Those are the things you fled
7 You used to walk in these
ways, in the life you once lived.

lit: “You used to walk in them when you lived in them.” When you were an unbeliever, you lived in those things in that they were an inescapable part of your life. And so the result was you walked in them as a pattern of life.

Now that you don’t live in them anymore, you no longer walk that way as a pattern of life. The Christian does not walk in those ways. We often stumble into them, but we do not walk in them.

This is a repetition of the idea that you died to that life, why return to it? Why check back in to the prison voluntarily after you have escaped?

Spurgeon:
Christian, what have you to do with sin? Has it not cost you enough already? Burnt child, will you play with the fire? What! When you have already been between the jaws of the lion, will you step a second time into his den? Have you not had enough of the old serpent? Did he not poison all your veins once, and will you play upon the hole of the asp, and put your hand upon the snake’s den a second time? Oh, be not so insane! So foolish! Did sin ever yield you real pleasure? Did you find solid satisfaction in it? If so, go back to your old drudgery, and wear the chain again, if it delights you. But inasmuch as sin did never give you what it promised to bestow, but deluded you with lies, do not be snared a second time by the old fowler — be free, and let the remembrance of you ancient bondage forbid you to enter the net again! (Mac p.142)

Don’t you remember that there was
a reason why you fled that stuff?
20:40
So how do you gain control over the flesh?
#1 - Set your mind on things above
#2- Cut off the meals to Sarx 
#3- Cultivate a habit of refusing to bow to the god of Self.
And now...
7You used to walk in these ways, in the life you once lived. 8 But now you must rid yourselves of (lit: strip off) all such things as these:

#4 Take off the old sins like you take off old clothes.
Just make the decision to remove those sins from your life.

Will power by itself will never do the job. That’s why we end up braking most of the resolutions we make. Resolve alone doesn’t do anything. You must have #1-3. However, that’s not to say willpower is not part of the process. There is a point where “Just say no” comes into play. (But only after your will is stronger than your flesh).
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it’s interesting
8 But now you must rid yourselves of all such things as these:
8  nuni. de. avpo,qesqe kai. u`mei/j ta. pa,nta(
8 But now strip off also you the everything:

Usually Paul says, “You used to be X, but now you are Y.” But here he says, “You used to be X, so now get rid of X.” After having been delivered from sin, sin still remains. Deliverance from sin is a process that begins when you are born again and continues until the resurrection.

You don’t live this way anymore, you don’t walk this way, however these things are still draped around you like clothes, and need to make the decisions to strip them off.
22:44
Commands like this destroy quietism. Here we are commanded to put forth effort.

Paul’s imagery of taking off clothes seems very external.

Yes, we need to attack sin at the root, and yes, sanctification is a work of God. We can only truly be changed from the inside out not from the outside in.

However, there is a close connection between your inside and your outside. And while all the above is true, still, a major part of godly living is simply deciding to do good things and deciding not to do bad things.

There is an external component. You have been given a new position, and you need to dress the part. If you have ajob at a garbage dump that involves wading through and handling all the garbage, you dress in dirty rags.

If you get promoted to be a Vice President of the corporation that owns that disposal facility, you need to dress appropriately.
24:12
So in vv.8,9 Paul gives us another list of things to strip off.

The first list was all in the category of loving self. This list has to do with failing to love others. (perversion of love & absence of love)

Here’s why that’s significant: lists of vices was very common in ancient writings, and usually when there is one list followed by a second list, it is the first list that is most important.

You need to get rid of hate and anger, but more importantly you need to address greed first.

Our society will agree somewhat that you ought not to harm others or be hostile or hate, etc. But they won’t agree that self-love is wrong. The problem is, failure to love others is the inevitable result of self-love.

The world wants to hang on to self-love, and yet they also want everyone to get along and love one another. It doesn’t happen, because when you bow to the god of Self, Self gets real upset when someone else comes along and steps on its toes.

So as long as you have self-love, you will always have hatred, anger, etc.
26:25
anger ovrgh,n rage qumo,n
Basically synonyms.  When used together probably describe the whole spectrum of anger from the continuing internal feeling (anger) all the way to the external expressions (rage).  

malice kaki,an
This is your disposition toward those you are mad at.  malicious spite, the desire to harm.  The motive behind hateful speech.
27:22

ANGER
There is a lot of debate over whether it is appropriate for Christians to be angry. One the one hand, it seems to be a destructive emotion, but on the other hand, it part of being human. We are told that there is no avoiding anger, and it’s unhealthy to keep anger bottled inside you — so how could it be wrong?
So which is it? Are we permitted to be angry or not? Jesus settled the whole question:
Mt 5:21-22 “You have heard that it was said to the people long ago, ‘Do not murder, and anyone who murders will be subject to judgment.’ 22 But I tell you that anyone who is angry with his brother will be subject to judgment. Again, anyone who says to his brother, ‘Raca,’ is answerable to the Sanhedrin. But anyone who says, ‘You fool!’ will be in danger of the fire of hell.

Christians are forbidden to be angry. We are never permitted to be angry, with only one exception righteous anger.

What is righteous anger? That is not a biblical phrase. We are never commanded to be angry, but there are some hints in the Bible that sonic amount of anger over sin is appropriate.
Ps.119:53 Indignation grips me because of the wicked, who have forsaken your law.
Jer.15:17 I sat alone because your hand was on me and you had filled me with indignation. 2Co.7:l1 See what this godLy sorrow has produced in you:
..what indignation...

And one time during Christ’s earthly life the Bible attributes anger to Jesus.
Mk 3:4-5 Then Jesus asked them, “Which is lawful on the Sabbath: to do good or to do evil, to save life or to kill?” But they remained silent. 5 He looked around at them in anger and, deeply distressed at their stubborn hearts,

It also stands to reason He was pretty unhappy when He cleared the Temple.

So when is anger righteous anger? It has nothing to do with the extremity of the offense.
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Jesus is our example (temple -cross)

TT Eph.4 31
Selfish anger is always sin. We need to get that into our skulls, because we just tend to think
there must be some leeway there. There is not.

We have this sense that somehow there is some amount of anger that is OK if I have been wronged. And we think, “As long as I forgive in the next day or so, I haven’t sinned.” That’s not true. The moment you are angry over someone offending you, you are in sin until you are no longer angry.

We have been told it’s impossible not to be angry at some offenses. Where is that in the Bible?

Eph.4:26 “In your anger do not sin” Do not let the sun go down while you are still angry, 27 and do not give the devil a foothold.

KJV - Be angry... People say it is OK to be angry (wrong – v.31, Mt.5:22)
NIV = good (If you do sin by getting angry, don’t sin further by hanging on to it)

Don’t get angry, and if you do get angry, get rid of it right away, don’t hang on to it or you will be giving the devil a foothold. give place Here, Lk. 14:9. Ro. 12: 19
If you have a temper, your heart has a room marked “devil”. In essence, you are welcoming him into your life.
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And God knows us. He knows we will try to rationalize or interpret our way out of this command “I’m not angry - I’m just disappointed”
(or frustrated, annoyed or impatient, or irritated, or whatever term you use) Paul says whatever you call it - get rid ofit - all.

31 Get rid of all bitterness, rage, and anger, brawling and slander, along with every form of malice.
bitterness: good translation.
Refers to having sour feeling
toward	someone	-
resentfulness.
rage, anger:
brawling: Should be translated shouting - refers to yelling and screaming in anger
slander, malice:
33:33
People get mad in different ways
-	fly off the handle + yell
-	silent treatment
-	no expression at all —totally kept inside
-	act calm, then slam
	door-	BAM!	like
(welcome back)
Paul says out with it all
34:11
So how do we conquer this problem of anger in our lives? We know what we should do. We know what we should be like. We know that our speech should be edifying and seasoned with grace, yet the next thing you know we are yelling at our kids, or fuming at someone in the church, or nursing a grudge, or cool toward our spouse...

We don’t like the results of our anger. It causes all kinds of problems in our lives. So why can’t we seem to get rid of it?
34:47
Let’s see if we can apply these 4 principles to anger:

#1 - Set your mind on things above.
How will looking at things from the standpoint of the physical cause you to be more prone to anger?

When you think from a temporal perspective, you look around, and all you see are people. You don’t see God. If all there are are people and no God, then it’s up to you to look out for your self in this rat race.

If you don’t fight for your rights, people will tend to take advantage of you. So purely from the physical standpoint, it seems like you should watch out for your rights.

If you are concerned about your rights, I guarantee you will have a temper problem, because I promise people will step on your rights. That’s what causes anger.
You feel like you have a right to be treated a certain way, someone treats you worse, you get mad.
You feel like you have a right to your possessions, someone takes something away or ruins something, you get mad.
You feel like you have a right to a certain amount of relaxation, your spouse intrudes on that, you gel mad.
You feel like you have a right to a happy home, you don’t have one, you get mad.
You feel like you have the right to a certain kind of spouse, you don’t have that kind of spouse, you get mad at God.

On the other hand, suppose you have your mind set on things above. You take God into consideration. You see yourself as a slave of Jesus Christ. You belong to Him, and you are answerable only to Him. So you have no rights at all.

On top of that, you can see that He controls everything, that He dearly loves you, and that He has promised to look out for you. So is there any danger that you can be taken advantage of? Is there any danger that you won’t be taken care of by God? No. No chance at all. 37:21
On top of that, as you think about God, it is very obvious to you that you don’t own anything. You are a steward who owns nothing. You take care of your Master’s things the best you can, but if something of His breaks or is lost or stolen —outside of your control, it’s no loss to you. You still have the same wealthy Provider, and the same arraignment with Him. You have lost nothing.

If the Master decides to take one of His things out of my care and put it
into someone else’s care. thafs His business. That’s all the less I have to worry about to be faithful with.

If God gives me a nice car, and then he brings a drunk driver out of the blue to smash it up. what business is that of mine? If God wants to smash up His own car, that’s His concern. And if He calls me to some calling that requires I have a car, I know He won’t have any problem shuffling one of His cars rnto my garage.
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If you spend hour after hour, day after day, year after year thinking from that perspective, you get to the point where it doesn’t seem to you like you own anything, or that you deserve any certain level of treatment. At that point, there is nothing anyone can do to make you mad.

That should be your goal — to be unoffendable. (Oh, for a church where people were unoffendable when it comes to personal offense).

That’s why your understanding of the sovereignty of God is so crucial when it comes to temper.

Suppose it’s your job to sweep the floor, and it’s my job to mop the floor. I come along with my mop, I have just enough time to get the floor done before I have to leave for my appointment. I show up and the floor isn’t swept — you forgot to do it.

If I have been thinking about things from a temporal perspective, I will see this as something you did to me, and I will get mad.

But if my mind is set on the wonderful doctrine of the sovereign control of God, I see it as something that is coming from Him. “Oh. You want me to sweep and mop today? It’s Your pleasure for me to miss my appointment? If that’s what you want. .

And I can grab the broom with a huge on my face, because I know God wouldn’t do something like that unless it be for some very good purpose. And if I get to thinking about how good that purpose must be, I can get pretty excited.
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#2- Cut off the meals to Sarx
The flesh wants you to spend at least 90% of your time thinking about how to make it comfortable. The result is that you begin to think if you are not comfortable, it’s the end of the world.

So when someone comes along and does something that results
So if you develop a life pattern of refusing to concern yourself much with comfort or how you feel, then it becomes much less of a priority. When how I fi~el is no longer a big issue to me, then you can’t make me mad by creating some discomfort or inconvenience for me.

But if I’ve been feeding the flesh, I will have an ultra-sensitivity to the fact that yOU have just inconvenienced me, and Fll get mad.
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#3- Cultivate a habit of refusing to bow to the god of SeIf~
If every time my flesh has some impulse, I instantly obey, then the first sign of someone doing something to inconvenience me —ANGER! It just comes up that fast
— because the god of Self has been violated— and it’s not used to that.

People who go from just being fine to suddenly being red-faced, throwing things, swearing etc. —those are people who have probably been bowing to the alter of Self as a pattern. So you do one little thing against their beloved god and look out.

But if you have been sluggish in responding to impulses from your tiesh, and you have a built-in delay, it gives time for your mind to kick in and understand all these
principics.
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#4 Take off the old sins like
you take off old clothes.
Forgive.

I low do you forgive? When you forgive someone, isn’t that like saying it’s OK when it’s not?
What if you want to forgive but can’t?
What exactly is forgiveness’?

That comes in v.13
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0 Come All Ye Faithful

•	Come up and pray
•	Cards! brochurcs!tape
•	Sermon MSS
•	Baptism 70th Get Tape (Yellow 3-19)
•	No SS Ministry Fair
•	Fellowship Meal
•	Leadership (pick up new ch.)
Benediction: Co1.3: 12-14 Therefore, as God’s chosen people, holy and dearly loved, clothe yourselves wLth compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and
patience. 13 Bear with each other and forgive whatever grievances you may have against one another. Forgive as the Lord forgave you. 14 And over all these virtues put on Jove, which binds them all together in perfect unity.



8 But now you must rid yourselves of all such things as these:
8  nuni. de. avpo,qesqe kai. u`mei/j ta. pa,nta(
8 But now strip off also you the everything:

Internal love failure
anger ovrgh,n rage qumo,n
Basically synonyms.  When used together probably describe the whole spectrum of anger from the continuing internal feeling (anger) all the way to the external expressions (rage).  

malice kaki,an
This is your disposition toward those you are mad at.  malicious spite, the desire to harm.  The motive behind hateful speech.

External Results
slander blasfhmi,an
Includes any kind of vilifying of a person – whether by lies or truth (gossip).

Ask: “Am I harming the reputation of this person?  If so, is that absolutely necessary?  Is it worth all the damage that is being done?”

You can try to keep your mouth shut about people you don’t like, and you may have some success at that.  But there will come a time – especially around close friends and family, when you let your guard down and out it comes.  

There is only one way to keep yourself from gossip – don’t hold those negative feelings.



filthy language from your lips. aivscrologi,an evk tou/ sto,matoj u`mw/n\

lit: “out of your mouths”  The point of this is to remind you of how revolting it should be to have something putrid, dirty, disgusting, etc. in your mouth.

Eph.5:4


Abbot – abusive, not filthy (can mean either, but abusive fits the context much better).

 (story of football player who broke the guy’s window and told him he would have beat him up, but he doesn’t live that way anymore)  

Someone cuts you off: “You fat headed jerk…”  Wait a minute – God made that fat head jerk…in His own image (Jas.4:6).  When you curse men who were made in the image of God, that shows what you really think of God.




9 Do not lie to each other mh. yeu,desqe eivj avllh,louj

Think of the impact on our society that results from the fact that people lie.  What if we, as the human race, decided to stop deceiving.  The majority of contracts wouldn’t be needed, thousands of court cases would not exist, we wouldn’t need security against shoplifting, thousands of divorced couples would be happily married to one another, etc.

The motive of lying is always selfish.  People lie to get out of trouble, to impress people, to avoid an uncomfortable moment, to gain money, to gain favor… or sometimes for no real reason at all.
(story of 2 soldiers and 2 ladies on the train).

But honesty is especially crucial with the body of Christ.  The parts of a body must have honest, accurate communication.  Think about if your body started lying to itself.  

Suppose your nerves switched the signals on hot and cold or thirst and hunger or pain and pleasure.  
What if every once in a while your eyes fudged on distances, so that objects were 5 ft. closer than they appeared.
What if your ears filtered out anything that warned of danger?
What if your eyes interpreted everything they saw to be like the way they wanted things to be?
What if you looked in the mirror and your brain told you you were dressed when in reality you were undressed?  Or said you were clean when you were dirty?


It’s so easy to lie.  You don’t even have to say anything false.  You can deceive by something as subtle as a slight change in your tone of voice.  Some of the biggest woppers we tell are moments of silence that allow an untruth to continue. 


Annanias & Saphira, the 7 things God hates.


Mt.12:36 – You will have to give an account even for words you didn’t mean.


v.25
Therefore each of you must put off falsehood and speak truthfully to his neighbor, 
for we are all members of one body.  

26  In your anger do not sin.  Do not let the sun go down while you are still angry, 
27 and do not give the devil a foothold.  

28  He who has been steeling must steel no longer, but must work, doing 
sometrhing useful with his own hands, that he may have something to share 
with those in need.


Therefore In light of the fact that you are new,  put it into practice (Gives 5 illus)
1. LYING  
falshood  Rev.21:8
What is lying?  Thayer: Whatever is not what it seems to be (I Thes 2:9)

This whole world system is based on lying  Mag in store: "10 Things You Should Lie About To Your Husband"
Everyone lies as a way of life:  Layers, docters, teachers preachers, salesmen, secretatries, bosses, politicians, media

It lies cuz it is of  its father the devil who is the father of lies who has developed a whole system of lying.  He lies about everything - heaven, hell, Scripture, the church, God, people, sin, salvation, etc.  
And when developes a religious system, throws in some truth and everyone swallows it 

God hates lying.  Pr.616-19,  Ps.5:6

If God looked over your tax return would he discover you cheeted?
If the people in the church could read your mind, would they see a different picture?

for  introduces the reason
We are all members of the same body
There is no way a body can operate if it isn't totaly honest.  What if your body started shading the truth?  (Switch the signals on hot and cold, eyes, pain, etc.)
_____________________________
Being honest about painful things is hard, but essential.

“But I’m lying for his own good.  I don’t want to hurt him with the truth.”

Pr.26:28 A lying tongue hates who it hurts, and a flattering mouth works ruin.
Pr.24:26  An honest answer is like a kiss on the lips.


Pr.28:23 He who rebukes a man will in the end gain more favor than he who has a flattering tongue. 













since you have taken off your old self with its practices 
avpekdusa,menoi to.n palaio.n a;nqrwpon su.n tai/j pra,xesin auvtou/ 
having discarded the old man with its deeds 

The apo has the perfective sense (wholly), "having stripped clean off."
(from Robertson's Word Pictures in the New Testament) 



10and have put on the new self,
10  kai. evndusa,menoi to.n ne,on
10 and having put on the new,

new lit: young

which is being renewed 
to.n avnakainou,menon 
the having been remade 

It is new, and it keeps getting renewed.  Our new self is unique – it’s the only thing in the world that keeps getting newer and newer.  The process the new man goes through spiritually is the opposite of aging.

2Co 4:16  Therefore we do not lose heart. Though outwardly we are wasting away, yet inwardly we are being renewed day by day


in knowledge 
eivj evpi,gnwsin 
into knowledge 
The renewal leads to knowledge of God – knowing Him better.

in the image of its Creator.
katV eivko,na tou/ kti,santoj auvto,n(
according to the image of its creator

The image of the Creator is Christ, Who is always the pattern and goal of sanctification.  The new man, having been created by God, is now in a process of renewal to bring it to be like Christ, at which point it will have full knowledge of God.

11Here o[pou
Refers to place.  Christlikeness is a place where there are not ethnic divisions. 


there is no Greek or Jew, circumcised or uncircumcised, ouvk e;ni {Ellhn kai. VIoudai/oj( peritomh. kai. avkrobusti,
is  not only is there not, but there cannot be


barbarian, One who doesn’t speak Greek (uncultured)
Just like the Jews divided humanity into two groups, so did the Greeks.   

Max Miller was one of the greatest experts on the science of language, and he said that the study of the science of language could not even begin until the word “barbarian” was deleted from the world’s vocabulary and replaced with the word “brother.”  Christianity did this.  (Barclay)

  Scythian (a notorious example of that – people from southern Russia) 

slave or free

When you approach the image of God and greater knowledge of God, ethnic distinctions are obliterated.  So are class distinctions.

The more you tend to evaluate people based on language, origin, skin color, social status, gender, etc, the less you are like Christ, and the farther you are from the knowledge of God.

 



but Christ is all
Not that He is the sum total of everything that exists (pantheism) – He is distinct from the creation.  This means Christ is all that matters.

and is in all. 
That is, all believers.  Christ permeates every part of our lives.


there is not Greek nor Jew, circumsized nor uncricumsized, foriegner, scythian slave, free but Christ is all and in all.
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Benediction:   Col.3:12-14  Therefore, as God's chosen people, holy and dearly loved, clothe yourselves with compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience. 13 Bear with each other and forgive whatever grievances you may have against one another. Forgive as the Lord forgave you.  14 And over all these virtues put on love, which binds them all together in perfect unity.


v.13

Point 2: WHAT IS FORGIVNESS?
The gk. word means "let go, cancel, remit, leave, forgive
orig: the voluntary release of a person or thing over which one has legal or actual control - To let go unpunished, to release from obligation, to acquit

When someone crosses (hurts, injures) you, they owe you.  (an apology, restitution, etc.)  They are indebted to you.  
You have somewhat of a claim over them, because they can't be free from guilt or obligation until you release them.

You usually punish those who hurt you (silent treatment, gossip, etc.)

So forgiveness is simply letting the person off the hook with you -cancel what they owe you, release them from their obligation, do not punish them

NOTE: F is not the elimination of hurt feelings, it is a decision not to hold it against the person, a decision not to bring it up in conversation, a decision to not let yourself think about it, a decision not to punish the person

When you hold on to anger and “forgive” the next day – that isn’t forgiveness (because you punished them).  It’s like saying, “After you finish making payments to me, then I will forgive the dept.”

FORGIVNESS IS REPETATIVE
ever couldn't forgive someone?  you thought you had forgiven the person, but then the resentful feelings + old grudges come back 

"never "truly" forgave" in the first place.  
result = a struggle trying to figure out how to "truly" forgive.

forgiveness as a complicated psychological process that ends in a one time act that permanently rids us of any more resentment or ill feelings.   
Read Mk.11:25  And when you stand praying, if you hold anything against anyone, forgive him (stop holding it against them), so that your Father in heaven may forgive you your sins.  Here forgiveness is, very simply, not holding a grievance against someone.  This means forgiveness must take place each time we are faced with the temptation to dwell on thoughts about the wrongdoing.  You may truly forgive someone one day, and the next day have to forgive him all over again.  

Each time you are tempted to review resentful thoughts toward someone, you must forgive again.  The temptation to hold a grudge must be battled time and time again until the memory fades.

But how do we win these battles?  What is our course of action when we sense ourselves sinking back into a private gossip session in our minds?  Eph.4:32 says, "Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each other, just as in Christ God forgave you."  
First, to win the battle, these resentful thoughts must be replaced each time with thoughts of kindness and compassion.  Second, we need to remember the extent to which we have been forgiven by God.  
Read Mt.18:21-35.  Whenever you catch yourself saying, "I deserve to be angry - he really wronged me," remember your offence against Christ.  Think of how He forgave - instantly, totally, without holding a grudge.

Point 3:   
-  FORGIVE AS YOU HAVE BEEN FORGIVEN
Eph.4:32, Col.3:13,  Mt.18
- realize what you are doing by refusing to forgive (like the servant)
- realize the judgement for failing to forgive

 Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each other, just as in Christ God forgave you.

["I need to sleep on it" or "I need to think it over"  - not an option!]

If you hold on to anger – In II Co.2:10 the Devil developed a scheme to destroy the Church.  But Paul became aware of this scheme and headed it off.  The scheme was to get Paul so irritated at the people that he would refuse to forgive.  I have forgiven in the sight of Christ for your sake, 11 in order that Satan might not outwit us. For we are not unaware of his schemes.

If you don’t think Satan is doing that same kind of scheming in our church your are kidding yourself.  That’s why   Eph.6:11 Put on the full armor of God so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes.

Anger is reacting when your rights are violated.  What rights does a slave have?  v.27

What is the solution to temper?  Humility.  Next time you get angry say this: “I am angry because I think I deserve better.”  Then think about what you deserve.




